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HYLANDER and STANLEY

Plants and Man

This new textbook presents a survey of Botany as a vital cultural and practical subject. It appeals to the general interest of the average college freshman. It develops in students an appreciation of the importance of plants and plant products to human affairs.

In twenty-seven chapters, clearly written, well organized and abundantly illustrated, the following subjects are discussed in detail: Nature of the Plant World; Plants as Foods and Beverages; Plants as Sources of Wood and Fibers; Plant Secretions and Excretions; Plants as Parasites, and The Enjoyment of Plant Life.

By Clarence J. Hylander, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany and Oran B. Stanley, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany, Colgate University.

308 Illustrations. 518 Pages $3.00

MEREDITH

Hygiene

3rd Edition

Rewritten from cover to cover, this third edition of Dr. Meredith’s pioneer work on Hygiene is an entirely new book. The theme which dominates the organization of the book and the content of every chapter and paragraph is—What health SITUATIONS exist in the life of individuals and peoples, what health OBJECTIVES arise from them, and what ACTION is scientifically appropriate on the part of the college student.

The section on anatomy and physiology is condensed, and a new section—The Effective Use of Medical Science—is included. Many illustrations have been remade and new ones added.

The book presents a sound, three-hour year course in the personal and public aspects of physical and mental health.

By Florence L. Meredith, M.D., Professor of Hygiene, Tufts College.

183 Illustrations. $3.50

THE BLAKISTON COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA
VEGETATION TYPE MAPS
California and Western Nevada

Printed on the standard 15' and 30' U. S. Geological Survey quadrangles, showing dominant vegetation, broad types and individual plant associations, fire-hazard characteristics, and economic importance. Wide margins provide space for a legend and an area table, with a profile illustrating relationship of types to elevation and slope exposure.

The maps are produced in conjunction with the Forest Survey Division of the California Forest and Range Experiment Station. Others will be published when completed. $1.00 each

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
BERKELEY and LOS ANGELES

The Measurement of Intelligence of Infants and Young Children
By PSYCHE CATTELL, Ed.D.
270 pages fully illustrated, cloth binding, $3.00

Sets of Test Materials:
Without Stanford-Binet items $17.50
With Stanford-Binet items $20.00

These tests are a downward extension of the Terman-Merrill Revision of the Stanford Binet Scale, Form L, suitable for children between three and thirty months. Materials and procedures are the result of extensive research. The test items are conveniently packed in a suitcase so that the examiner can readily place his hands on any object without unpacking.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CORPORATION
522 Fifth Avenue New York City

The Foundations of Science
By H. POINCARE
Pp. xi + 553.


THE SCIENCE PRESS
Grand Central Terminal New York, N. Y.

PRECISION EQUIPMENT
OF THE FINEST

Precision temperature regulator
Accurate—Dependable—Portable—Inexpensive
Ideal for ovens, incubators, water baths, oil baths, organic reaction mixtures and general laboratory service. Responds to temperature changes of 1/50° C. Range up to 300° C. Relay unit available for 110 volt, 60 cycles A. C. and also for 110 volt D. C. Handles heaters up to 1100 watts. Price $18.50, F. O. B. New Haven.

EASTERN ENGINEERING CO.
39 FOX ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
SPECIAL PRODUCTS FOR NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH

LABORATORY DIET MATERIALS SMACO
PACKED IN HERMETICALLY SEALED TINS

Vitamin A Test Diet—U.S.P. XI
Vitamin B Complex Free Diet
Rachitogenic Diet No. 2—U.S.P. XI
Diet for the Production of Egg White Injury
Vitamin Free Casein
Salt Mixture No. 2—U.S.P. XI

Bio-assay protocols available upon request

CRYSTALLINE VITAMINS SMACO

Carotene—Crystalline (90% beta—10% alpha)
Alpha Carotene—Crystalline
Beta Carotene—Crystalline
Vitamin A—Crystalline
Thiamine Hydrochloride (Vitamin B₁)—Crystalline
Riboflavin—Crystalline
Vitamin B₂ Hydrochloride—Crystalline
Nicotinic Acid (Pyridine 3-Carboxylic Acid)—Crystalline
Nicotinic Acid Amide (Pyridine 3-Carboxylic Acid)—Crystalline
Ascorbic Acid (Vitamin C)—Crystalline
2-Methyl-1, 4-Naphthoquinone—Crystalline
2-Methyl-1, 4-Naphthohydroquinone Diacetate—Crystalline

These products are prepared according to methods specifically developed to meet the strict requirements of our own research laboratories.

Complete information on prices, quantities, etc., supplied upon request.

RESEARCH LABORATORIES
S.M.A. Corporation
CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
FASTER Sedimentation
SMOOTHER Operation
SAFETY

... the NEW ANGLE principle gives you these three improvements in a centrifuge.

MADE IN U. S. A.

The ADAMS SAFETY-HEAD Electric Centrifuge utilizes the ANGLE principle ... suspension of the tubes at a fixed 55° angle in a conical metal shell which revolves as a unit.

Faster sedimentation is achieved by the shorter distance particles are required to travel before striking the sloped sides of the tube—creating mass—and thus reaching the bottom more quickly. When at rest the tubes remain in the angular position and no stirring up of sediment results. **This feature is especially valuable in Blood Work, and in Biochemical Analyses.**

As the complete conical head (SAFETY-HEAD) revolves as a unit, it provides a stabilizing effect resulting in smoother, safe operation.

The SAFETY-HEAD operates on AC or DC and accommodates six 15 ml. test tubes. By purchasing MICRO and SEMI-MICRO shields, which are interchangeable with the 15 ml. shields, the centrifuge may be adapted for use in Micro and Semi-micro work. Shields cost approximately 60 cents each.

**No. CT-1000 ADAMS SAFETY-HEAD Electric Centrifuge complete with aluminum shields and three each graduated and ungraduated taper bottom test tubes ... each $48.00.**

Send for catalog 110 SC Adams Centrifuges

**THE COLEMAN & BELL CO.**
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS
NORWOOD, OHIO, U. S. A.

**LaMOTTE BLOCK COMPARATOR**
LaMotte Outfit greatly facilitates simple, accurate Hydrogen Ion Measurements. Portable Convenient Inexpensive Complete with any one set of LaMotte Permanent Color Standards, together with a supply of the corresponding indicator solution and marked test tubes. Even with highly colored or turbid solutions determinations can be made with accuracy. Full instructions accompany each unit. Complete, f.o.b. Baltimore, $12.50.

LaMotte Chemical Products Co.
Dept. "H"
Towson, Baltimore, Md.

**THE SCIENCE PRESS PRINTING COMPANY**
PRINTERS OF
SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS, MONOGRAPHS AND BOOKS
Correspondence Invited
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
LATEX INJECTIONS

By TURTOX

Right: A latex-injected lobster, partially dissected.

The dissection of a Turtox Latex-injected animal requires only about \( \frac{1}{2} \) as long as a similar dissection of an uninjected one.

Left: Note the plump, completely injected blood vessels which are characteristic of a Turtox Latex-injected animal.

The use of latex (liquid rubber) as an injection medium has revolutionized the study of the circulatory system, and the improved Turtox Latex (new formula) yields results which even a year ago we hardly dared to hope for. Most zoology teachers—more than 88 per cent of our customers—have examined and dissected latex-injected specimens. The few teachers who have not done so have a most pleasant surprise awaiting them.

We now offer the following invertebrates injected by this superior method:

- Starfish
- Earthworm
- Leech
- Crayfish (Cambarus & Astacus)
- Lobster
- Grasshopper
- Fulgur

GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE

Incorporated

761-763 EAST SIXTY-NINTH PLACE

CHICAGO

The Sign of the Turtox Pledges Absolute Satisfaction
Marine Biological Laboratory

Several years ago, at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Mass., it became apparent that routine pH measurements by the individual investigators were taking up a lot of time at the expense of scheduled research problems. So, to permit the men to spend more time on their major investigations, and to increase relative accuracy by standardizing on reference systems and associated calibrations, it was decided to centralize the pH work.

Now, when a measurement is needed, the investigator takes the sample to the measurements room, where an experienced technician makes the reading under ideal and reproducible conditions. An L&N pH Indicator, with glass electrodes, is used for most of the work. A Type K Potentiometer is used when a hydrogen electrode is required.

ASHING FURNACE

Among the other L&N instruments at the Laboratory is a Portable Temperature Indicator. With a thermocouple, it measures the temperature inside a muffle furnace used to ash biological specimens.

Accuracy requirements are usually rigid. For instance, in ashing any biological material, it is necessary to keep the temperature below one limit to prevent the loss of potassium, and yet keep the furnace hot enough to completely oxidize organic matter.

The correct temperature is easily held, with dependable accuracy at all points in the ashing range, with the help of the L&N Indicator.

CALIBRATING LAB FLOODED

During the hurricane of 1938, the calibrating lab was flooded. A Type K Potentiometer, used to calibrate ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters, was under salt water for an hour. Corrosion soon began to appear, and the potentiometer seemed a total loss.

Under salt water for an hour this Type K Potentiometer (arrow) was returned to the factory for repair. Restored to its original accuracy, it is again in use.

After a thorough inspection, however, some resistors were replaced, and salt deposits thoroughly removed from the top plate and case. The reconditioned instrument is again in use, at its original accuracy.

EARLY TYPE K TURNS UP

In addition to the calibrating potentiometer, there’s another interesting Type K at the Laboratory... serial number 10141... purchased in 1908 by a power company. Where it has been since, and how it got to Woods Hole, is a lost story. But even after 32 years, this Type K is still in first-class mechanical condition. And electrically, its resistors have a stability which artificial aging methods cannot surpass. It stands as a tribute to the skill and care of the instrument makers of another generation.

Some of these men are still working at L&N, and there is every reason to believe, that with modern materials and with this unique background of experience, today’s instruments may serve even longer.

CONDENSED CATALOG

These and other L&N instruments are described in Catalog E, sent on request.
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SCIENCE AND THE NATION¹

By Sir William Bragg

Many events conspire to make the past year notable in the history of our society. Reference has been made to the majority of them in the Annual Report of Council, usefully supplemented by the Notes and Records which we continue to owe to our past treasurer, Sir Henry Lyons. I do not propose to speak of them in detail, but on this occasion it does seem fitting to give further attention to one or two general matters of lasting interest.

One of these is personal. Fellow will have noted the long list of those whom we have lost, and the great names which the list contains. I have felt as I have been reading it that I have turned over the last leaves of a chapter that stands by itself. The present generation is quick to honor the names of J. J. Thomson and Oliver Lodge, but they can not remember, as we older men can, the brilliant years when these men and their contemporaries were writing the chapter's first pages. What they wrote was eagerly read, their lectures were rapt attention; they were the pioneers, and the scientists of that time, nearly half a century ago, streamed after them. All that is now a memory. The years have slipped away since their work was done, and we now look back on it and see it as a separate entity, a noble event in the history of science, and of British science in particular.

There is no vestige of sadness in such a retrospect, nor any trace of feeling that our pride must be founded only on what has passed. I am sure that all those who like myself can recall the long years, and compare those that have gone by with those that are still ours, will say happily and proudly that our young men of to-day are maintaining in full force the tradition that they have received. They are writing a new chapter;

¹ Address of the president of the Royal Society at the Anniversary Meeting, November 30, 1940.